REGISTRATION FORM – THE CHALETS OF LEI MENDI
To return completed with the down payment

YOUR IDENTITY In capital letters– Thanks
Mrs

Ms

Mr

Name

First name

Home adress

City

Postal code

Land

Phone number

E-mail

Birth date

Nationality

Profession

Who to prevent in case of an accident? Name/adress/phone n°

Your booking dates (Open from de May to October)
From

to

Apartment

4/6 persons

8/10 persons

PERSON(S) ACCOMPANYING YOU
Specify

1. Mrs, Ms,
Mr

2. Mrs, Ms,
Mr

3. Mrs, Ms,
Mr

4. Mrs, Ms,
Mr

5. Mrs, Ms,
Mr

6. Mrs, Ms,
Mr

7. Mrs, Ms,
Mr

8. Mrs, Ms,
Mr

9. Mrs, Ms,
Mr

10. Mrs, Ms,
Mr

Name
1st name
Birth
date

PRICES

Number of weeks

Total

4/6 persons / week
Mining basin & people living in Gardanne = 380€
External people = 430€

X

=

8/10 persons / week
Mining basin & people living in Gardanne = 470€
External people = 540€

X

=

4/6 persons / weekend*
Mining basin & people living in Gardanne = 140€
External people = 190€

X

=

8/10 persons / weekend*
Mining basin & people living in Gardanne = 180€
External people = 240€

X

=

Tourist tax: 0.90€/nuit/person

Number of persons

Number of nights

X

X

=

Number of sleeping set
Sleeping set 140 cm : 8€/ unit

x

=

Sleeping set 90 cm : 5.70€/ unit

x

=

*Weekend from May to June 15th and from September to November
Arrivals between 4 p.m to 8 p.m
Departures before 10 a.m
Deposit 100€
Child under 10 = free

Total

=

Down payment 30%

=

Balance

=

Mining basin = see the website

YOUR PAYMENT attached by
Bank check
Down payment
30% of the total (minimum 30€)

Cash

Bank transfer

The remaining balance will be paid at the beginning of the stay, ie the sum of
I DECLARE HAVE READ AND APPROVE the terms and conditions on the back.

€
€

Date

Signature

Address for sending the reservation: Mr Martin Philippe avenue George Pompidou les chaumes n°7 05100 Briançon TEL : 06 43 14 37 22

GENERAL CONDITIONS
RENT
The rental of a Leï Mendi apartment is effective after written confirmation and payment of the rental price according to the terms
of payment (namely 30% down payment and payment of the balance at the beginning of the stay). The non-respect of these
conditions entails the cancellation of the rent because of the customer.
Apartment numbers cannot be specified in advance. The apartments may not be occupied by more people than the number for
which they were designed. Animals are not allowed
PRICE
The applicable tariff is the one indicated on the front of the document. The price includes the provision of your fully equipped
apartment, all charges included. The price does not include the tourist tax.
BEDDING
Guests can bring their own sheets: 2 flat sheets and 2 pillowcases for a 140cm bed and 2 flat sheets and 1 pillowcase for a 90cm bed
(contact the person to find out what your apartment is equipped with).
Or you can rent the sleeping sets available at the reception: 5€80 for a 90cm bed and 8€ for a 140cm bed.
Sleeping bags and duvets are not accepted and are prohibited in the accommodation.
TERMS OF PAYMENT
Any registration taken more than one month before the beginning of the stay is reflected at the time of registration, by the
payment of 30% of the total.
The balance must be paid at the beginning of the stay, and without waiting for a reminder from us.
Any registration taken less than one month before the beginning of the stay will result in the payment of the 50% down payment.
Payments can be made by bank check payable to Mr. MARTIN PHILIPPE by courier.
*Warning, for cheques emanating from other countries, additional collection fees.
CONDITIONS IN CASE OF CANCELLATION
Cancellation by a customer
Taking into account the cancellation date in relation to the date of the beginning of the stay, the cancellation fees out of the total
are as follows:
Between the 30th and the last day: 30% deduction (minimum 30€)
Please note that the date taken into account is the date of arrival of the written cancellation letter at the gite.
Modification on the place of the fact of the customer, service begun. The registration supposing the acceptance of the stay, its
duration, no change brought by the customer during its realization will be able to give place to complaint. No refund for shortened
stay, night in refuge or camping.
AVAILABILITY AND INVENTORY
You will take possession of your apartment at the dates and times indicated on the front. A deposit will be requested on arrival and
returned upon departure, less any damage. Any subletting is prohibited. Check carefully the inventory that will be given to you on
arrival and report any anomalies that will be rectified immediately. The apartment is placed at your disposal in perfect state of
cleanliness. During your stay, its maintenance is at your charge and you will have to make it clean on your departure.
At the end of your stay, the inventory of fixtures and inventory of your apartment will be carried out in your presence.
If, for personal convenience, you leave outside the opening hours of the reception, a Leï Mendi manager will carry out these checks
alone. In this case, the deposit will be returned to you later, after deduction of cleaning costs, missing items or possible damage.
RESPONSABILITY
The renting in gite does not fall within the responsibility of the hoteliers.
Consequently, the manager or the Gardanne Town Hall may not be held liable in the event of theft or damage to personal effects in
the gite both in the apartment and on the parking and common premises.
Registration for a stay implies detailed knowledge and acceptance of the general conditions and information stated on this page.
The information collected in the registration forms of the gite Leï Mendi will only be used for management purposes, will be the
subject of external communications only to meet legal, regulatory or contractual obligations. They may give rise to the exercise
of the right of access under the conditions provided by Act No. 78-17 of 6 January 1978 relating to data processing, files and
freedoms.

